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From financial regulation to health care to climate change, we can't agree on what to

do about anything. Free-market enthusiasts celebrate the creative power of markets

and want smaller government; critics counter that we desperately need government

intervention to solve problems that markets can't handle. Neither side can

understand the other.

Is there any way out? Well, if you're discouraged, I suggest looking to an inspiring

new book by an economist, David Colander, and a businessman, Roland Kupers, who

believe the deadlock needn't be permanent. We can have better markets, they say,

and more effective (and smaller) government too, if only we can muster a little more

economic imagination.

The book is called ``Complexity and the Art of Public Policy,'' and its main point is

that our policy debates have fallen into a trap that economists inadvertently created

some 50 years ago. That's when they started building mathematical models of

economic systems, and, to simplify things, made the assumption that people have

fixed or unchanging preferences and desires. Sounds innocuous; it wasn't, and isn't.
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seeking their own ends is an incredibly powerful way to find solutions to human

needs. Central planning can't match local knowledge and creativity. However, the

prevailing values of the markets -- valuing financial gain over all else -- means that

market ingenuity isn't often directed toward social benefit. Here, Colander and

Kupers argue, government has a role, not in finding any solution, or producing any

good, but in encouraging institutions within which new values could emerge,

helping the market to achieve socially beneficial outcomes.

For example, new kinds of "for-benefit" businesses have already started emerging,

and could be further encouraged by government groundwork. Examples include

Ashoka.org, an umbrella organization aiding for-benefit enterprise, or Patagonia, the

outdoor-gear company devoted to environmental responsibility and -- since 2012 -

officially listed under California law as a "benefit organization." To thrive, such

organizations require a legal framework attuned to their social focus -- including

rules designed to maintain a commitment to the values and culture of the founding

entrepreneurs.

With a significant shift in prevailing values, such businesses could compete quite

well with for-profit companies, attracting employees with shared norms to work for

them, or doing business on favorable terms with other for-benefit firms. In such a

world, the government needn't step in for market failures; it would only help create a

level playing field so that for-benefit businesses could succeed, enabling the magic of
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suggest that we can get ourselves out of the boring old debates, but it will take a little

imagination. And the willingness to see that some of the things we think we "know"

are precisely what keep us stuck where we are. 
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